1 Introduction
==============

Waddington's epigenetic landscape was originally introduced as a theoretical model to explain the generation of distinct cell types ([@btx022-B16]). Based on its essential idea, the elevation of a point on the landscape, which represents a cell state, is inversely related to the stability of the cell state ([@btx022-B18]). Thus changes of cell types are represented by transitions overcoming energy barriers between different attractors.

Recently, computational models of Waddington's epigenetic landscape have been developed based on the dynamics of gene regulatory networks (GRNs). The transcriptional regulation by GRNs is a fundamental process that orchestrates the gene activities driving the change of cell fate. Existing methods for modeling the GRN-based landscape mostly use Boolean networks ([@btx022-B1]; [@btx022-B5]; [@btx022-B7]) or differential equations ([@btx022-B3]; [@btx022-B12]). In addition, data-driven models of Waddington's landscape based on network entropy ([@btx022-B2]) or Hopfield network ([@btx022-B6]; [@btx022-B10]; [@btx022-B13]) have been proposed recently, which represent an emerging trend for integrating dynamical models with experimental data.

To visualize the Waddington's epigenetic landscape in three dimensions, typically the *x*-axis and *y*-axis correspond to the expression levels of two marker genes that represent cell states, while the *z*-axis is reserved for the potential or energy. However, to retain global information for the whole GRN with more than two genes, dimensionality reduction techniques would be needed. For the 52-node GRN ([@btx022-B12]), the method of root mean squared distance (RMSD) was used to reduce 52 dimensions into two new coordinates, representing distances from a state point to the stem cell attractor and differentiation state attractor, respectively. However, RMSD is applicable only to systems with exactly two attractors, which is not the case for many GRNs. In model of landscape based on the Hopfield network ([@btx022-B6]; [@btx022-B13]), principal component analysis (PCA) was used for dimensionality reduction. However, as a linear method, PCA may not be able to reflect the non-linear structure of the data. Non-linear dimensionality reduction methods, e.g. a Bayesian Gaussian process latent variable model (Bayesian GPLVM), have been used to analyze high dimensional gene expression data ([@btx022-B19]). In this paper, we chose the method of Gaussian process dynamical model (GPDM) ([@btx022-B11]; [@btx022-B17]). Based on a non-linear latent variable model, GPDM can take into account the dynamics of time-series gene expression data, and is capable of projection in both directions between the low-dimensional latent space and the high-dimensional observation space.

For the theoretical models of GRN and landscape to be widely used, we need user-friendly software to automate the steps of model construction, dynamic simulation and visualization of the Waddington's epigenetic landscape, etc., so that users without experience in computational modeling can also benefit from these models. Unfortunately, such a software tool has not been available in the literature. In response, we present NetLand, an open-source software for the modeling and visualization of Waddington's epigenetic landscape ([Fig. 1](#btx022-F1){ref-type="fig"}). It provides a user-friendly interface to facilitate model construction, dynamical simulation and landscape plotting.

![A case study of a multi-attractor system by NetLand. The 4-gene regulatory network (**a**) for mouse stem cell reprogramming ([@btx022-B14]) has three attractors shown in (**d**). Based on the mathematical model, time-series data of reprogramming experiment are simulated (**b**), and the network dynamics is visualized in Waddington's epigenetic landscape (**c**)](btx022f1){#btx022-F1}

2 Implementation and the major functionality
============================================

2.1 Model construction and simulation
-------------------------------------

NetLand is capable of loading network structure files or computational models in the format of SBML, e.g. models extracted from BioModels database ([@btx022-B4]). The transcriptional regulation within the network is described with ordinary differential equations (ODEs) or stochastic differential equations (SDEs). The algebraic equations depict the instantaneous changes of molecular concentrations over time in the form of Hill equations. Users can modify the network structure and kinetic model, e.g. adding/deleting genes or edges, changing parameter values, equations etc.

Three simulators are implemented based on numerical algorithms of differential equations. The Runga--Kutta method using finite difference methods is implemented for the approximate solution of a deterministic model with a set of ODEs. The stochastic model described as Langevin equations (SDEs) ([@btx022-B15]) is numerically solved using the Euler--Maruyama method ([@btx022-B9]). The above two methods are suitable for models with high molecular concentrations. When the copy numbers of molecules are small, leading to significant stochastic effects, users can choose Gillespie algorithm ([@btx022-B8]).

2.2 Mapping Waddington's epigenetic landscape
---------------------------------------------

NetLand provides a probabilistic implementation of Waddington's epigenetic landscape based on the notion that the probability of a gene expression state determines the cellular stability. NetLand adopted the self-consistent mean field approximation method in [@btx022-B12] and [@btx022-B18] to construct the landscape by calculating the quasi-potential. From the GRN, users can select two marker genes, of which the gene expression levels are the *x*-axis and *y*-axis for the landscape. The quasi-potential is the *z*-axis. Alternatively, users can choose GPDM to project high dimensional gene expression time-series data to the *x*--*y* plane in the landscape, using all genes to provide a global view of the network dynamics, and thereby making the landscape plot more comprehensive.

The user manual of NetLand provides a comprehensive guide for software installation, usage, running time, memory usage etc., and includes a set of case studies of multi-attractor systems.

3 Conclusion
============

With quantitative modeling of Waddington's epigenetic landscape, the systems dynamics of transcriptional regulation driving cellular phenotypic changes can be more easily analyzed and predicted. Therefore, by automating the modeling and visualization of Waddington's landscape,

NetLand can facilitate the studies of cell fate conversion and help design innovations in cell fate engineering and regenerative medicine.
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